Minimal Investment. Priceless Peace of Mind.

Via Heart Project offers services that ensure your AEDs are ready to use and are compliant with regulations and state laws.

Our AED Maintenance Plan eliminates worry and guesswork, and lets your team focus on your business, not your AED program.

WHO IS VIA HEART PROJECT?

Via Heart Project is a non-profit organization dedicated to saving lives in schools, organizations, and communities around the globe. Via seeks to increase the survival rate from sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) by implementing comprehensive maintenance and compliance AED programs, offering CPR training, and conducting teen heart screenings.

We envision a future where every community is a Heart Safe place to live, work, learn and play!

WHAT VIA DOES

ENSURING THAT YOUR AED IS RESCUE READY
Via staff monitors expiration dates for your AED supplies and sends replacements before they expire, then verifies that they have been replaced.

FREE SUPPLIES ON OUR MAINTENANCE PLAN
Via will replace supplies at no charge for all AEDs on our annual maintenance plan when the AED is used on a victim of SCA or prior to expiration.

PERSONAL COMMUNICATION WITH YOUR SITE
Via identifies the right person at your site to work with to ensure AEDs are ready and any issues are resolved.

READINESS CHECKS DONE BY YOUR CSITE
Contact keep AEDS rescue ready and makes your site aware if there is any damage or if the AED has missing updates.

WHEN YOUR AED IS USED...
 Via collects the event data and it is reviewed by our Medical Director. We also replace your used supplies.

CERTIFIED AND HANDS-ONLY CPR CLASSES
Via makes it easy to schedule classes at your site, and we track certification details for your employees.

VIA'S NUMBERS

VIA MANAGES A TOTAL OF 2,661 AEDS GLOBALLY

1,275 AEDS ARE ON 589 SCHOOL CAMPUSES

VIA'S AEDs HAVE BEEN USED 154 TIMES AND HAVE SAVED 45 LIVES

VIA CLIENTS HAVE A 99% COMPLIANCE RATE
VIA AEDs ARE READY WHEN AN EMERGENCY STRIKES

WITH THE HELP OF THOUSANDS OF VOLUNTEERS
VIA HAS SCREENED 7,095 YOUNG HEARTS
82 FOUND AT RISK!

VIA HAS TAUGHT MORE THAN 5,000 PEOPLE CPR
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